
ENERGY FLOORS 

 

Floor system for high footfall areas 
 
The Sustainable Energy Floor (SEF) is a fully recyclable pedestrian floor system which can be used in 
pavements and high footfall areas, such as sport arenas, airports, railway stations, shopping malls, and office 
and apartment blocks. SEF enables people to generate their own energy to illuminate the space around them, 
or the energy can be used to power local systems such as street lights and signing systems. Energy Floors Smart 
Grid is another option is to incorporate SEF in the Energy Floors Smart Grid. With this grid a self-sustained 
energy system can be created, to which other renewable energy sources can be added too. Any energy 
consuming products can be fed from the Energy Floors Smart Grid. 
 
Customizable floor modules 
 
SEF modules can be fully customized and are perfectly branded. Various kinds of top layers can be used, like 
wood or carpet, according to requirement. This customized appearance combined with individual control per 
module creates a high profile energy floor with great impact.  

 

 

 

Idea description 

 

 

We may not have nature's mercy everywhere, but one thing that is omnipresent is pressure. Wherever there are any 

activities carried on we got to have pressure there. If we use system assembly that drives out power each time we put 

pressure on it. If we place the sandwiched assembly of the circuits on places of heavy movements like railway stations , 

joggers parks , college aisles and industrial premises as flooring . The passing movements will create pressure thus 

activate the system. This assembly can be the connected to storage batteries to accumulate power and drive it as per the 

need.  

 

 



 

 

Innovation  

The daily routine work activities releasing enormous amount of pressure can be fruitfully used to drive power using the 

natural tendency of some elements. It is simple sandwich assembly that converts mechanical pressure to electricity and 

gets activated. The top panel of the flooring has a solar panel which would help harness the solar energy thus 

multiplying the output many times. 

 

 



• Energy efficiency of solution  

 

 

 

 

                  SEF 50 watt power out put 

Proposed no of 

tiles 

Pedestrians 

per hour 

electricity generated 

= 

tiles*pedestrian per hour 

 

Kilo watt hour 

 

 

 

50 2638 1,31,900 watt hour 131.9  KWH 

50 2186 1,09,308 watt hour 109.308  KWH 

50 249 12,498 watt hour 12.498  KWH 

General Product Information: 
 

� Dimensions and weight 

1. Width: 750mm wide OR 500mm wide  

2. Depth: 750mm depth 500mm depth  

3. Height: 115mm high 115mm high  

4. Weight: 15-45 kg 15-45 kg 

 

� Power specifications 

1. Average power: 40W @ 150VDC during step 

2. Peak power: 90W @ 150VDC 
 

� Force limitations 

1. Maximum input force: 5kN 

2. Maximum sustained force: 200kg per module 
 

� Certifications and standard compliance 

1. IEC-standard 60529 (water- and dust): IP67 

2. Other relevant standards: CE, RoHS, WEEE  
 

    Manufacturer Detail: 

M/s Zero Point Energy Pvt. Ltd. 
Mr. Mandar Tulankar, 
Yogeshwari Prasad Apartment,  
Above Hotel Bollywood, Trimurti Nagar,  
Near Petrol Pump Nagpur - 440022 
Mob. 07620242581, E-mail: mandartulankar@gmail.com 
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  Piezoelectric  


